
 

 

 

 

 

EZ Amp 

Ultra Compact Safe Amplifier 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Components  

 

1. USB Charging Cable 

2. EZ AMP Safe Amplifier 

3. A/C Charger 

4. Stereo Earbuds 

 

 

 

 

 

Features 

The EZ AMP is the lightest and most compact audio amplifier available for safe and 

vault work and still has all the amplification power you'd find in larger audio amps. 

The secret behind the EZ AMP’s remarkable size is all the necessary amplification 

circuitry is housed inside the body of the pickup itself eliminating the need for a 

separate control box. The EZ AMP is also the industry's first rechargeable amplifier 

and contains a lithium polymer (Li-Po) battery capable of providing up to 8 hours 

of run time between charges. 



 

 

 

Diagram 

 

1. Headphone Jack 

2. Volume Control (ON/OFF) 

3. Charging Port 

 

 

 

Usage 

Connect stereo earbuds to Headphone Jack (1) (Note: Any standard 3.5mm 

headphones may be substituted in place of earbuds). Position EZ AMP on surface 

of safe or container. Rotate Volume Control (ON/OFF) knob clockwise slightly to 

turn on EZ AMP. Continue rotating Volume Control knob until desired sound level 

is reached.  

 

Charging 

Use the provided USB cable and AC wall charger to charge the EZ AMP through the 

Charging Port. The EZ AMP may also be charged through any USB port. Charging 

time varies between 2 to 4 hours depending on battery condition. 



 

 

 

Troubleshooting 

Problem:  No sound. 

Potential Solution(s): Check that unit is powered on. Check that unit is fully 

charged. Check volume level. Check headphone connection. Check your hearing. 

Problem: Audio temporarily drops out when adjusting volume. 

Potential Solution(s): This is normal. The EZ Amp mutes the audio output 

momentarily when the volume control knob is rotated. 

Problem: Charger does not indicate when fully charged. 

Potential Solution(s): The LEDs on the charger indicate the charging rate 

(green=fast charge, red=trickle charge) and not necessarily the overall charging 

progress. Leaving the EZ Amp attached to the charger for 2 to 4 hours will ensure 

that it is adequately charged.  

 

Warnings 

Moving the pickup at high volume settings can be painfully loud. Use caution. 

Not intended for underwater use. NEVER feed your EZ AMP after midnight. 

 

 

Warranty Information 

The EZ Amp is warrantied against manufacturing defects for a period of one year 

from the date of manufacturer. Certain exclusions may apply. 


